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Chain reaction movie

I'm tempted to say that Chen's reaction needs more work on his script, but maybe he needs less. The film is so filled with scientific events, scene hunters and debate explanations of the track that finally, after taking eight pages of note, I gave up, pipe exhaust, and just watched the kinetics on the screen.
It's not a bad movie in individual moments and in the energy of its performances, but it doesn't make a whole lot of sense. The story: Keanu Reeves plays Eddie Kasalivich, a student physics and vehicle (yes, and a car shop in his apartment) working on the University of Chicago Hydrogen Energy Project.
Once he bled a science lab, but never thought: It was a good experience. Eddie is currently supervised by brilliant Dr. Barkley (Nicholas Rudall), an idealist who dreamed of energy without polishing. Barkley will lead Eddie and his beautiful scientist Lily Sinclair (Rachel Weisz) into trying to extract power
from water. And early in the film, after Eddie accidentally finds the exact sound frequency, or something, in which the atoms will be separated, or something, to succeed. The large tank of the lab bounce up and down like a dry towel in a car wash, flame hydrogen shot up in the background, and announced
that there's enough energy in a glass of water a single towel in Chicago's city power for a week. That's good news, right? No, it's bad news. When the jubilant scientists try to post their discovery on the Internet, their efforts are thwarted, and later the lab disappears into a fireball that levels eight blocks of
the city. Eddie, as it happens, was in the building just before the explosion, and discovers that Dr. Barkley was murdered. Soon he and Lily realized they were framed as spies who sold secrets to the Chinese.I have yet to mention Shannon in the Unfair (Morgan Freeman), the foundation's chief executive,
who seems to have some role in these events. Or her even more enigmatic associate Collier (Brian Cox), who seems to have taken it upon herself to cause the explosion, although (1) she does not want to call attention to the experience, which eight block levels can tend to perform, (2) she wants to
possess the means to convert water into energy, yet (3) she has framed Eddie, the only person who knows the secret frequency , and (4) his men are now involved in making Eddie look like a cop killer, so that Eddie can die on sight, which would mean Collier wouldn't have the frequency. Here and there
in the movie Shannon has the curious little knife in dialogue that seems to suggest even she doesn't understand what Collier is up to. The film was directed by Andrew Davis, who performed that other, superior cinema ouster the Fugitive. Despite his hypenable scheme, Davis brings great visual interest to
the film in a series of scene hunters set against a freezing freezing landscape. He even finds a new wrench on which Chicago stands, a pursuit up Michigan Avenue to draw bridge while it's Opening. (What the wreck is, I'm not sure; it seems Eddie hid in gear for them, but naw, that couldn't.) On later,
Eddie and Lily ran away to Wisconsin by train, rendezvous with an astronologer, and ran from a police helicopter to an ice boat, before turning up to Washington (either the movie doesn't explain how they went to Washington, or I missed it). All these chas are well done, and there's a huge extravaganza at
the end involving still another giant explosion (escaping through isn't that durable standing movie, the channel slits that leads exactly where you need it to lead). There's even literary dialogue in between, although it doesn't hold together or lead anywhere. (Shannon tells Collier, I wish you wouldn't threaten
to kill scientists I right to face them!) Meanwhile, an FBI agent (Fred Ward) coordinated the hunt for Eddie and Lily, while betting $100 that they're innocent and being framed by the CIA. Don't bet against it. Trying to find the logic of the movie right in my mind, I found only confusion. The foundation is
apparently a CIA front, but the CIA doesn't know it. The water-to-energy project is being run by Shannon and Collier, but they don't want to reveal that it has been successful. why not? Free energy, they tell us, would they lead to claims, unemployment and plunge stock prices, but would it? It seems to me
free energy would unleash the greatest era of prosperity in planet history. By the end of the movie, I'd seen some thrilling photography and witnessed some thrilling thrilling scenes, but when it came to understanding the movie, I didn't have a blue. 1 awards nomination. See more prizes » Learn more Edit
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$60,000 209,334 [2] IMDbFicha film in FilmAffinity [edit wikidata data] Channel Reaction is a beautiful starring Keanu Reeves , Morgan Freeman and Rachel Weisz , and directed by Andrew Davis. It was premier on 2 August 1996 in the United States and October 11 in the same year in Spain. The
argument Eddie Kasalivich is a student who writes his thesis and collaborates as a technician on a Chicago research team led by Paul Shannon. It becomes a process for the production of cheap organic energy, but later suffered from the plant from a strong blast, which destroys local farmers and several
blocks. The team leader kills and plans for the experiment disappears. Eddie discovers it just before the explosion, from which he can escape. The FBI is investigating all members of the scientific team. Another technician, Lu Chen, has also disappeared. In Eddie's $250,000 home is found. Eddie is now
blaming for the disaster, and the FBI is behind him. In a bar session Eddie and Lily, colleagues, watch on television that they're looking after. They separate and agree to meet at a later date at the station. Eddie acknowledges and escaped through an opening straits. They go to a safe place. Paul
Shannon must report what happened at a hearing before a senate committee. Even Shannon is currently under FBI surveillance. Without being printed, Shannon drove another over a second under technical plant technique, which has the same goal as the first. However, the process doesn't work,
because the frequency are only known to Eddie. The FBI sued an appeal Eddie makes to Shannon and thus finds the two fugitives. From a helicopter a police kills another police there. You can both escape and spend the night in an abandoned house. They sent Shannon some news there. They meet
him and then Lily is kidnapped by Shannon and takes to the second floor, while Eddie manages to escape. Lily is on the floor with Lu Chen. He also originally plans to abduct the team leader, but he died from that surgery. It seems that in this system's development there is a government scheme led by
Paul Shannon with the goal of bringing gradually tech to markets, rather than all at once, to avoid the success of the economic disruption and its negative consequences that would cause. Eddie manages to locate the site and create the threat to the explosion caused by him to save Lily and herself. The
blast cannot be avoided due to the subsequent madness of Lyman, Shannon's henchman, who, against his will, creates the situation by killing Lu Chen. Eddie and Lily, however, may escape to the last moment of the chaos that can cause, as can Paul Shannon, who kills Lyman in the elevation up for
having too far in his actions (behind him whilst incredible Eddie and killing the copp to his frame even more) and also for having wanted, against Shannon's will , kill Eddie and Lily in revenge for what happened. Eventually Shannon entered his car and informed the CIA chief that the system is no longer
operational. Eddie, before the explosion, managed to distribute information about the plant and technical information from energy production via fax to the FBI and thousands of scientists around the world and thus managed to expose Lily and herself Mr. Cast Keanu Reeves (Eddie Kasalivich) Morgan
Freeman (Paul Shannon) Rachel Weisz (Dr. Lily Sinclair) Fred Ward (FBI Agent Leon Ford) Kevin Dunn (FBI Doyle Agent) Brian Cox (Lyman Earl Collier) Joanna Casidy (Maggie McDermott) Michael Shannon (D.C. Flower Florist) Protagonists in Chain Reaction. Keanu Reeves plays Eddie Kasalivich.
Morgan Freeman plays Paul Shannon. Rachel Weisz plays Dr Lily Sinclair. Critical and commercial reception According to the Rotten Tomatoes website received 10% positive reviews. [3] Notice is the comment in critical film Roger Ebert: It's not a bad movie at times and has drastic performance, but the
truth is that it doesn't make much sense. Roger Ebert. He raised $21 million in the United States. In addition to international profits, the figure is 60 million. Her budget was $50 million. Premier Germany Release Date Thursday, November 21, 1996 Argentina Thursday, October 31, 1996 Australia
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Uruguay Friday, Friday, December 1996 November 1, 1996 Venezuela Venezuela Wednesday, September 25, 1996 Razzie Award Year Results 1996 1997 Best Actor Keanu Reeves Local Candidate was filmed between January 8 and April 13, 1996 in many locations in the United States. Excluding
many populations in counties in Illinois and Wisconsin, as well as villages in Washington and Chicago. [5] BD and DVD reactions highlighting kadena were released on March 2, 2000 in Spain, in DVD format. The disk has interactive menus, direct access to scenes, the translation of several languages and
the making. [6] In addition, the film can also be found in Blu-ray format, which was released on 4 July 2007 in Spain. The album has interactive menus, direct access to scenes, subtitles in several languages, curiosity and six film trails. [7] References b Consulted in 2010Cifras and in the PRODUCTION
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